Surgery for dedifferentiated liposarcoma, presenting two radiologically and pathologically distinctive patterns.
In this paper, we report three cases with dedifferentiated liposarcoma in the lower extremities, presenting two patterns that are distinctively different radiologically and pathologically. The first case was a 67-year-old male who had discovered a mass in his left thigh, which was shown as a low and iso density mass between the muscles on computed tomography (CT). The second case was a 61-year-old male who had suffered from an intramuscular tumor with a non-fatty sarcomatous area within the fatty components as shown on magenetic resonance imaging (MRI). The third case was a 52-year-old female who had presented with an intramuscular tumor of the left thigh, consisting of a mass with fat and another soft tissue tumor adjacent to the lipomatous component as detected with CT and MRI. The final pathological diagnoses of the resected specimens in all three cases were concluded to be dedifferentiated liposarcoma, composed of well-differentiated liposarcomas and spindle and/or pleomorphic sarcomas, compatible with malignant fibrous histiocytoma. In all three cases, wide resection of the tumor was successfully carried out, and all patients have been continuously disease-free up to the most recent follow-up. Evaluation of the surgical margins for the resected specimens indicated that the safety margin for a dedifferentiated lesion should be accomplished as an adequate margin or more, and a marginal margin or more could be considered as safe only for the confined part of a well-differentiated liposarcoma.